Mrs. DiGiovanni’s 4th Grade Class Newsletter
April 4-8
2022

Dates to Remember
April 8...Fish Fry, gr. 1 & 5
April 15-18...Easter break
April 23...Highway cleanup
April 27...2 Hour early out
April 29...Mid Quarter 4
May 2-4...Gr. 5&6 trip s
May 7….Spring Blast
May 30...Memorial Day
No school

Spelling words
3 syllable words
Telephone hospital envelope
Spaghetti cabinet imagine
Rectangle pajamas history
Privacy celery banana
Telescope vitamin tomato
Policeman principal library
Microwave internet

Review words:
Castle answer knowledge

Challenge words
Government management

Spelling Words
/ er / words
Bird after player over
Hurt burn fur camper
Girl swirl
Review words
Toy soil coin
Star words
Person birthday
Sight Words
Among animal family
Finally quickly

What are we studying?
Reading: We are beginning a new book, by C.S. Lewis, titled, “The
Magician’s Nephew”. It is the last one that Lewis wrote in the Narnia
Series, and earlier this year we read “The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe, the first in that series.
Spelling, Grammar, Writing: Spelling words are listed in the boxes on
this page. We have spelling packets to complete during the week, and
a final spelling test on Fridays. Grammar skills will be worked on in
our guided writing that we are doing each day. We are also doing
grammar related to our Novel, “The Magician’s Nephew”.
Math: We are still studying fractions, and are now working with addition and subtraction of mixed fractions.

Social Studies: We will begin studying the Southwest Region of the
United States…its geography, climate, natural resources, industries,
cities, people, etc. There are only 4 states included in the Southwest
Region.
Science: We will be reading a book on Electricity and Magnetism, and
doing a worksheet packet that goes along with it, as well as some
hands-on activities that pertain to it.
Religion: We continue reading Bible stories. We learn Bible verses,
and will journal about how God’s word can guide us in our daily lives.
We did the Stations of the Cross with Father Gabriel leading us.

Bible Verse of the
Week
“I am the good
Shepherd.
The good Shepherd
lays down His life
for His sheep.”
John 10:11

